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another thing we want to deliver to you is the ability to select what games you want to play and also the
ability to select which disc to use. each disc is displayed with 2 modes; single and multi. the multi mode will
show a graphical representation of each game. in single mode all the discs will appear as blank but if you
decide to use a disc it will be available in the library. to explain the configuration you'll need to get to the

configuration screen. we'll start with the basics and go through each point in the window as we explain the
features. selecting a game in the list will display the games with a description and a small screenshot. you'll

notice that you can select the game then select another disc in the library. this will change the game you
play to this disc. you can also configure the game by double clicking on the title. this will bring up the game
options. you'll see that the frontend supports the option of bios selection. this allows you to select which disc

you want to use with a game. the final screen shot at the bottom of the screen displays which files have
been used in the interface. for example, if you click on the "taito type x x2 emulator with 18 games and

frontend" and click the history tab, you would see the list of files used to layout and setup the interface. only
files from the last 60 days are shown. before you can access the software interface you first need to specify

the directory for each game in the game list. each game that is added to the list will result in a directory with
its number in the form of "/path/game_number.ext" for example "/path/game_23.zip". to configure the

directories used for the 18 games please follow the instructions below:
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the script emulates type x and type x2 games, cd games (cd32, cd64, cdp32, cdp64, cdv32, cdv64,
cdpvc64), games for the taito type x expansion, taito game system demo disc and taito type x tester. if you

would like to try running this program you can obtain the binaries for mame64 from
http://cgit.freedo.org/amiga64. since i am currently in the process of updating the project to the new kde3
version, i have put up a kde3 application to display information about the emulated systems. if you wish to
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try running mame64 you will need to be running a working version of kde3. while most emulators have a
frontend interface to test their device, mame64 doesn't. mame64 was created to emulate many different

emulators. so there is no emulator front end interface for mame64 to utilize. i do not intend to provide any
on the project either, so don't bother asking. the games directory is not part of the emulator's database. it is

a directory containing a subdirectory for each game in the emulator. these subdirectories contain images,
animations, sounds, autoexecutables, etc. the contents of these directories are accessed using the "games"
submenu of the emulator frontend. note that the emulator does not load these files into memory and so they
cannot be accessed directly. files are added into the games directory when they are loaded by a game that

supports them in the emulator frontend. (1) the network button will launch your internet browser to the
website www.logiqx.com. you may want to customize your browser settings (e.g. disable popup windows) so
that you have greater control over what you are browsing. note that the more scripts (web pages) you have
open in your browser, the more sluggish your emulator frontend will be. wait until you have shut down the

browser completely before starting the emulator frontend. a pop up menu will appear in the emulator
frontend to notify you when the browser is shut down. from this menu choose the "network loading" menu
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